YOUR FLIGHT PLAN
FOR SOARING PERFORMANCE
UNLEASH THE TRANSFORMATIVE POTENTIAL OF MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
In a post-pandemic world, the airline industry is facing new challenges to stay competitive and ahead of the curve.

Thanks to rapid advances in mobile technology, businesses can leverage technology to respond to high customer
demand and increased operational costs with agility and ease.

Using the best in-class mobility solutions for high performance, Airlines are equipped to empower new ways of working,
unlock innovation and drive productivity to deliver a seamless customer experience.

MANAGED MOBILITY
ELEVATING CUSTOMERS
AND REVENUE INTO THE
STRATOSPHERE

SUPERSONIC AIRLINE
PERFORMANCE WITH
IT AUTOMATION

S

In-cabin EFB with a global support
desk to provide a seamless
customer experience

S

Improved to mechanical operations
by digitalizing manuals and
schematics to a mobile platform

S

 ate agent / customer service
G
mobilization with form-factor and
hands-free carry solutions to improve
customer experience

S

 ccurate & efficient baggage
A
handling with global support and
battery management

S

 obile airline apps for customers
M
to help plan, book, pay during their
travels, to enable loyalty programs
and in-flight connectivity to increase
in-flight sales
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S

Improved cargo handling using
the mobile scanning solution with
connectivity to a backend tracking
system

S

 loud-based monitoring to ensure
C
prompt response to issues

S

 entrally managed operations with
C
global/regional deployment using
Pilot EFB

AIRTIGHT SECURITY AND
HIGHLY DETAILED DATA
S

 ull reporting and analytics to inform
F
better decision-making

S

 sset tracking and monitoring to
A
safeguard company assets

S

 entrally-negotiated pricing for
C
predictable equipment costs

S

 evice configuration including
D
security and corporate apps
integration

S

 educed risk of security breaches
R
through consistent global application
of standards and policies and
improved monitoring and control

DENALI’S MANAGED MOBILITY SOLUTIONS IN ACTION:
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

PILOT ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAG

Challenge:	Providing a more flexible, roaming
customer service/check-in/gate experience
while reducing headcount per gate

Challenge:	Providing a seamless global/international
experience and service delivery model to
pilots located anywhere in the world

Solution:	Mobilization of Gate Agent/Customer
Service workflows and applications with
customized form-factor and hands-free
carrying solutions
	
(Reduced from 2 agents per gate to an
average of 1.2 per gate)

Solution:	Centralized Manage Service operations
with global/regional deployment, depot
services and delivery models with a
follow-the-sun helpdesk

IN-CABIN ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAG

MECHANIC OPERATIONS

Challenge:	Transparent reporting and analytics on
fleet health, standardized costs, support
to quickly transition to iOS + JAMF from
Android + SOTI

Challenge:	Updating OEM toolkits / outdated manuals
and ability to quickly view all aircraft
schematics

Solution:	Collaborative solution and project plan
development with global Managed Services
partner and leveraging our expertise and
tools to generate a tailored enterprise
mobility solution with a global support desk

Solution:	Digitize all manuals and schematics into a
mobile platform and partner with a Global
Solutions provider

RAMP BAGGAGE HANDLING

CARGO HANDLING

Challenge:	Supporting ruggedized environments with
relatively high RMA’s and service tickets
(due to harsh environments) in multiple
international locations and battery life
issues

Challenge:	Verifying cargo as it enters the aircraft and
controlling real-time cargo

Solution:	Provide a more rugged solution with
global support and implement a battery
management solution

Solution:	Provide mobile scanning solution for cargo
handlers on the ramp with connectivity to a
backend tracking system.

BENEFITS OF DENALI’S MANAGED MOBILITY SOLUTION
 lmost every facet of the world is becoming digitized, and by not embracing this inevitability means being left
A
behind. Top Fortune 100 businesses are utilizing the many advantages offered by Denali are able to confront
this digital future with confidence and excitement.
Denali’s managed mobility solutions help enterprises realize the transformative potential of mobile technology,
enabling increased efficiencies, accelerated innovation and enhanced experiences:

Freedom to transform
working practices and launch
mobility innovations faster

Streamline and standardize
mobile device procurement
and deployment

Manage device configuration,
enhance security and reduce
support costs

Empower users with intuitive
mobile access, rapid
onboarding and 24/7 support

Speak to us today about Denali’s Managed Mobility Solutions and enjoy cruising altitudes with Denali
whilst your competitors are still boarding.

ABOUT DENALI
Denali, a global service provider, delivers IT solutions and services to Fortune 500
enterprises around the world. Our strategic experts have built strong relationships and
partnerships enabling us to tailor the best solutions for our clients to achieve outstanding
business outcomes.
With our customer-first approach and our industry-leading execution, we transform
business operations to become more profitable, and enable sustainable growth.
Family-owned since 1992, Denali knows that it is people who grow a business.
Our technological solutions, processes and scale are tailored to support,
and work for, your talented teams enabling your business to thrive.

